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1.  Current News.  
• Chris is still expending considerable energy on dealing with Rebecca’s situation, but Yorke

has been able to consult with him occasionally.
• Yorke is working on organizing the new Dartmouth research group.  He’s consulted with the

appropriate authorities and has opened discussions of such crucial issues as space and
administrative mechanisms for handling financial matters.  The department chairman his
indicated support for the idea and has agreed to take up the matter in the next couple of
weeks.

**Action YJB:  Organize new Dartmouth group and report status.

• The NIST proposal has made a small amount of progress in that Chris has submitted revised
financials to the appropriate administrators at Harvard.  The narrative appears to be hung up
as Chris deals with the pressing commitments of his sabbatical and Rebecca’s situation.

**Action CWS:  Revise narrative.
**Action YJB:  Edit narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

2.  Greencube Status.
• Greencube is still waiting for the stars to align to launch the “test” flight.  Moon phase is

acceptable, but the weather for this weekend is not workable.
• Isaac has coordinated with Amanda on including the iPhone in the vehicle.

**Action IS:  Coordinate with Amanda on adding iPhone to payload.
**Action IS:  Assist Jon Guinther if asked.  – Complete.

• Yorke discussed the upcoming “science” launch with Greencube at their weekly meeting. 
The consensus is that if the test launch goes smoothly we should consider making bold
changes to the payload.  For example, we could try a new flight control system that one of
Yorke’s students is working on.  We could also consider a new light source or other features. 
On the other hand, if the launch reveals weaknesses or system failures, we should concentrate
on fixing them for the last launch.

• There was some confusion in the meeting about the planned sequence of technology
development.

**Action YB: Distribute the development plan worked out for the NIST proposal.



**Action JA:  Prepare source for spring launch.  — Superceded.
**Action YB:  Provide guidance to Justin on size, weight, and other interface constraints. 
Coordinate with Greencube.  (PS.  We should be looking forward to developing an ICD.) —
Superceded.

3.  Simulation, Effectiveness Computations.  Justin has been making inquiries about suitable
simulation frameworks that we could eventually employ to perform a comprehensive analysis of
system operation.  The idea is that we will want to identify and quantify all sources of systematic
and random error.  For the near term, Trystyn has prepared a spreadsheet that computes the
optical characteristics of the system leading to a rational estimate of required source power.  He
still has some work to do on it, but is ready to share it in hopes of receiving some useful
feedback.

**Action TB: Refine and distribute optical path spreadsheet.
**Action YB: Review optical path spreadsheet.

4.  LED versus LD sources.  The discussion of Trystan’s work brought out Yorke’s simple
estimate that with the LX200 and a cooled CCD, we really only need a couple of hundred mW of
output power to provide many tens of thousands of electrons per second.  Within a factor of two
or so, we should see at Isaac’s CCD  half million electrons per second per watt of output.  A
typical high-brightness LED puts out 70 mW in very nearly a Lambertian radiation pattern.  A
small bank of LEDs—of, say, three colors— could easily provide 200 mW or more per channel. 
These would be highly useful for testing purposes.  Similarly,  fiber-coupled laser modules in the
50mW range are readily available.  Using the octopus fiber coupler, eight of these
modules—arranged in wavelength-matched pairs—could provide on the order of 50 mW of
power out of the integrating sphere.  This power output would be very marginal for the LX200,
but well in the zone for a 1-meter class telescope at the Whipple Observatory.

After some discussion we converged on the idea that we should use a bank of LEDs as a
“dummy” source for near-term flight testing, while in parallel developing a well-characterized
four-channel laser-fired integrating sphere source.  We could fly this “real” source as soon as the
flight and ground systems are reliable enough to make flying it worthwhile.

Action items with regard to this plan are a little muddled.  Justin said he has some money for
equipment.  He volunteered to research sources of laser modules and controllers that might be
suitable and prepare a shopping list for review.   Yorke commented that we should prepare a
specification for what we want the source to do—wavelengths, number of channels, uniformity
of channel-to-channel power output over radiation direction, modulation risetime and type of
interface, and so forth.  Perhaps we can discuss progress and further ideas along these lines at our
next meeting.

**Action JA: Research LDs and prepare shopping list.
**Action YJB: Prepare outline of spec for source.
**Action YJB: Sketch design of LED dummy source.



5.  Further meetings.  We like Skype.  We’ll meet again 2:00 EST Friday, 4 Mar.  At that time
we’ll decide whether we want weekly or bi-weekly meetings.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


